Loose end  by Brenner, Sydney
]%,/i emory has always attracted me
, S. vi las a fascinating subject. It can
•e S be easily studied by every scientist
because each of us is at the same time
bnth invotlintnr nA mlihiprt When T
was younger I had a prodigious
memory of which I was very proud. I
knew all of the rII mutants of
bacteriophage T4 and I could tell you
where they mapped and all of their
properties as well. An old habit of
mine was to scan the journals in the
library when they arrived. I easily
committed all their Tables of
Contents to memory and so I could
always tell others about interesting
papers that had appeared in the last
b Sedc've. three months or so. Of course, there
were fewer journals then and they
t'~e' were much thinner, so perhaps this
was not as difficult as it would be today, when one can
barely remember where one put the Xerox copies of the
papers that one has yet to read.
I first knew that something had gone wrong with my
storage system when I found myself inventing papers in
whose existence I had total faith. I would say that there
is an interesting paper on 6-methyladenine in protozoa
in the recentJBC; we would proceed to the library
where we would, with confident nonchalance, turn to
the page, only to find nothing like it there. Nor was the
presumed paper to be found anywhere in that or even
several previous issues. Sometimes, I would discover the
real paper but it was about 6-methylcytosine in algae, not
protozoa, and it appeared in a totally different journal.
But, more and more frequently these papers stay in the
Journal of Imagined Biology; I am still searching for a
paper on serotonin which I swear was published in 1972
in BBA, starting on a right hand page.
As is well known, names are early casualties of a decaying
memory. In the filing cabinet of my mind, many of the
tags on the folders are gone but, fortunately, I know
what is inside, even though I cannot remember what to
call it. There is a difference between reference and object
- between saying "My name is Sydney Brenner" and "I
am Sydney Brenner" - I know who I am but not what
I am called. When holes appear in memory sometimes a
deep search can retrieve them by amazing routes. I was
once asked who discovered interferon. "E.P. Abraham", I
confidently replied, but immediately realized that this
was wrong; he discovered cephalosporin. After several
hours of turning the cogwheels of cogitation, the correct
name of Alick Isaacs emerged. The path had been found,
and both it and the first slip were the result of having had
the Old Testament thoroughly drummed into my head
as a young boy.
It seems now to be accepted that memory is stored in
our brains in cellular networks, but there was a time in
the 1950s and 1960s when some people believed that it
would be stored at the molecular level, encoded in
nucleic acid or protein. Once the genetic code had been
elucidated an analogy between that and the neural code
was often suggested and comparisons were also made
between the immune system and neural memory. But
the astonishing thing was the number of experiments
that claimed to transfer memory or learnt behaviour by
means of brain extracts. The flatworm, Planaria, was a
favourite experimental subject because after one
removed the brain of one Planaria, to be processed
and transferred to another, the original animal would
regenerate a new, naive brain, ready for further
experimentation.
Most of the experiments were carried out with
laboratory rodents: extracts of the sophisticated brains of
animals taught to turn left in a maze, for example, were
able to communicate this propensity to naive animals
once they had received the extracts by intracerebral
injection. I remember Francis Crick asking one of the
proponents of this research whether the extract could be
titrated: his reply was that it took the extract of three
trained brains to convert one naive one. Seymour
Benzer and I, in a joint lecture at Berkeley, conceived
the idea of replacing university teaching by cannibal
feasts; in our imagined future, the process of eduction,
as we called it, had naturally become so highly
developed that one professor was enough for several
hundred students.
The favourite active principle in these extracts was
RNA, as behavioural transfer was destroyed by
ribonuclease. However, as those experiments multiplied
and diversified, proteins were accused and found guilty,
and I think the field vanished in a flurry of peptides that
could transmit fear to rats. It is hard to explain why
people wanted a molecular encoding of experience. It
had been shown that new protein and RNA synthesis is
necessary for the establishment of long term memory,
but it is still a big step from there to assuming that
experience is encoded in RNA.
The big problem, of course, is how memory is put in
and how it can be retrieved. In the immune system, the
input is directly at the molecular level and retrieval in the
form of an antibody equally involves a molecule. In the
brain, a process at the level of cells is required and
whereas sequence information can be converted into
cellular network, as when genes are used to build
nervous systems in development, the opposite path seems
most unlikely. Indeed, it seems likely that the only
storage of neural memory in molecules is in genes,
which need to construct brains to retrieve a species
memory.
Now that I think of it, I'm certain that I once saw an
important paper on this subject but, alas, I have forgotten
the authors' names, the title of the paper and the name
of the journal.
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